


Making Lemonade
The main objective of mindful movement is to notice
the sensations of the body in motion. Active
mindfulness practice brings the mind and body in
union which regulates the nervous system

Below is an example of mindful movement

● Have your child imagine that they are standing

beneath a lemon tree.

● Pick lemons: Stretch both hands in the air and grab imaginary

lemons.

● Squeeze the juice: Make tight fists and squeeze hard.

● Take a break: Throw the lemons on the ground and relax the hands.

● Repeat until you have enough juice for a glass of lemonade.

● Relax: After the last squeeze and throw, shake out those hands!



Flo��� Br�a���n�

Each day we take about 20,000 breaths. This automatic bodily response keeps us alive

and helps to regulate our emotions. When we bring attention to our breathing, we

take control of our emotions and reactions through mindful purpose.

First, get children to decorate their own

five-petaled flower for meditation. For older

children, have them add their own positive

mantras that they want to focus on.

Once complete, have the children place it

near where they work. They trace the flower

and Inhale, hold at the point and focus on

the positive mantra (if added), exhale, and

keep going until you’ve gone around the

whole flower. Then touch the center, breathe

deeply and close their eyes for a moment



Gat��� N�tu�� & Ob�e�v���o��l D���in�

During your walk around your neighborhood or

nearby park, find signs of springtime and use it

as inspiration. Be aware not to pick at live

plants but instead take photos or gather loose

leaves.

While walking outside, a few questions you can

ask yourself and discuss with your family

members:

❖ What colors do you see?
❖ Does spring have a smell? What does it smell like?
❖ How does the weather feel outside on your skin?
❖ What kind of sounds are around you?

Return to your photos or gatherings of nature. Grab paper and your favorite
coloring supplies.

Consider using these prompts to help draw what you see.

❖ What colors do you notice?
Shapes? Patterns? Shadow?
❖ Remember to look back and

forth between the object and the
paper.
❖ Try starting with the outline

and then draw the inside details.
❖ How big will you draw ____?
❖ Where do you want to add that

to your drawing?



Explore Your Emotions
Emotions will always be part of your life. It is important to teach all kids how to

identify their emotions and understand what each one means.  The video link

below is a read-along of The Feelings Book by Todd Parr. You and your child can

reflect back on each feeling and discuss when your child could relate to each

feeling. Please find the link here: https://youtu.be/sBFbQ70AJjs



Heartbeat Activity
(5 minutes)

Feeling our heartbeats is a good representation of our emotions. Like our breath
and our senses, it is always with us. We can use our heartbeat to connect with the
present moment in times of difficulty or stress.

● Place their fingers or hands over the part of their body where one can best
feel the pulse.
– on the side of the neck, under the jaw
– inside the wrist
– or, over the heart

● Close your eyes and notice how quickly or slowly their heart is beating.

● Think about their current state of emotion and consider if this might be
connected to how quickly or slowly the heart is beating.

● Stand and jump up and down on the spot ten times.

● Return to sitting and feel their heartbeat again, noticing any changes.

● Close the eyes and focus on their heartbeat until it slows back down.


